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Editorial Welcome note 
I am delighted to welcome readers to the second issue of our Corporate newsletter.

The news has continued to focus on the coronavirus pandemic as England continues in its third lockdown.  
For many people, the last 11 months have focussed the mind, caused priorities to change and had financial 
implications, one way or another, on our lives. You may be looking forward to retirement or you may be 
invigorated for a new challenge or simply need to raise some funds.

Whether you’re buying or selling a business, seeking investment or raising finance, a lot of your time and 
energy is likely to be taken up with commercial detail and legal processes. However, if you appoint advisers 
at an early stage, much of this burden can be eased.

If you’re selling your business, your buyer will want to carry out detailed due diligence, a weighty and 
time-consuming task that can uncover complex legal issues that require rectifying prior to the sale or, worse, 
affect the sale process itself.  But by focusing – with the help of an adviser – on key areas before your 
buyer’s due-diligence questionnaire lands on your desk (or, better, prior to identifying a buyer!) you may 
come across critical issues you can resolve in advance. 

For more information about those key areas of due diligence to focus on when preparing your company for 
sale, see Dom Szentpali’s piece later in this newsletter.  You might also want to consider a ‘vendor pack’; 
Peter Jeffery outlines how a vendor pack differs from a traditional sale.

Additionally, and regardless of the type of transaction, you will likely sign heads of terms at a fairly early stage 
in order to clearly set out the agreed commercial terms, and this will require negotiation of key items early on.  
Iwan Thomas’s piece outlines key areas of a share purchase agreement which may be covered in heads of 
terms.

You might be considering ways of incentivising your employees after the difficult months we’ve been through 
or as the new owner of a business. Thomas Clark provides some detail on how you can seek to incentivise 
and retain your employees with share-based incentives.

Finally, 2021 is going to see one of the biggest changes in corporate legislation in the UK for a generation as 
a result of The National Security and Investment Bill which is currently going through Parliament.  
Tim Matthews provides detail on this new legislation which has been met with alarm by UK deal-makers and 
City institutions.

Alongside these articles we have included information about some interesting transactions we have 
completed during 2020, despite the lockdowns!

Please do feel free to get in touch with us if you would like to discuss any of the 
topics we have covered.

Jeremy Over | Partner 023 8071 8025

jeremy.over@moorebarlow.com

Retail, Leisure & 
Hospitality

Evolve Hospitality
Joint Venture with Collins King & 
Associates

Deal value: undisclosed

Solicitors to the Company

“In what has been a challenging period, 
the team at Moore Barlow was prompt, 
diligent and great to work with, ensuring 
the merger completed as efficiently 
as possible”
- Angus Chisholm, Executive 
Chairman – Evolve

“We have been working closely with 
Evolve Hospitality since their conception 
in 2012. With support from Moore Barlow 
this was a natural and seamless 
progression into a full partnership with a 
company who share the same 
core values.”
- Gary King, Managing Director of 
Collins King & Associates

Industrials & 
Manufacturing
Project Stock
Advising on the acquisition of the entire 
issued share capital of a company

Deal Value: £250mn

Solicitors to the Buyer

Project Billinghams
Acquisition of landscaping and 
builders merchants

Deal value: undisclosed

Solicitors to the Buyer

Automotive, Transport 
and Logistics
Project Auto
Advising on the sale of the entire issued 
share capital of a car repair and 
refurbishment group of companies, 
based in Hampshire

Deal value: £1.3mn

Solicitors to the Sellers

Financial Services
Bailey Group
Advising on the acquisition of chartered 
accountants Bailey Group

Deal value: undisclosed

Solicitors to the Buyer

“The merger with Bailey Group is a huge 
leap forward towards attaining our goal of 
becoming a national firm. Our buy and 
build strategy has delivered strong growth 
for the firm, the success of which is also 
reliant on sound legal advice. We’re 
grateful to Jeremy Over and the rest of the 
team from Moore Barlow for their com-
mercial acumen and legal expertise 
combined with a drive and determination 
to help us achieve our commercial goals”.
- Sanjay Swarup, 
Managing Director of SKS

Recruitment

Project Parkstone
Management buyout of the 
Serocor Group

Deal value: undisclosed

Solicitors to the Management Team

“A first-class performance from the team 
at Moore Barlow, who supported us every 
step of the way. This was a complicated 
and demanding project and they really 
went the extra mile to get the deal over 
the line.”
- Dave Wilson, COO, Serocor Group

Security

New Path Fire & Security Ltd
Advising on an investment consisting of 
debt, equity and bank funding; Advising 
on the acquisition of the entire issued 
share capital of Advance 
Security Limited.

Deal value: undisclosed

Solicitors to the Company

“Thank you to the Moore Barlow team for 
their hard work and support in coordinating 
these multi-party transactions to deliver 
successfully within a tight timescale. I’m 
glad to have them on our side and look 
forward to working on many more 
transactions together in the future.”
- Andrew Hill, CEO, New Path Fire and 
Security Ltd

Real Estate Banking
Project Black
Amendment and restatement of 
banking facilities provided by 
Lloyds Bank plc

Deal value: £67mn

Solicitors to the Company
 

Project White
Extension of banking facilities provided 
by HSBC Bank PLC

Deal value: £130mn

Solicitors to the Company

IT & Technology

Transparity Solutions
Advising on the partial sale of Transpar-
ity Solutions as they receive significant 
investment from Beech Tree Pri-
vate Equity

Deal value: undisclosed

Solicitors to the Seller

“This investment will enable us to improve 
and grow our high-quality offering to all 
our customers, accelerating our organic 
growth even further. We are particularly 
grateful to Peter Jeffery and his team at 
Moore Barlow for ensuring this deal 
progressed as smoothly as it did. Their 
legal expertise combined with an in-depth 
knowledge of our sector meant their 
advice was tailored to our business needs 
and ensured the best possible 
outcome for all”
- David Jobbins, CEO of 
Transparity Solutions

Bytes Technology Group
Supporting in relation to Bytes Technol-
ogy Group floatation on the London 
Stock Exchange

Deal value: undisclosed

Solicitors to the Management Team 
and Company

“We have used Moore Barlow as our legal 
advisors for over 20 years. Peter and his 
team have been instrumental in helping to 
guide and advise us over this period. We 
look forward to Moore Barlow continuing 
to assist us over the next phase of our 
journey as a PLC”
- Keith Richardson, Director, Bytes 
Technology Group

Top deals 2020-2021
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investments in the UK should factor in the 
possibility that their transactions will be 
called in for investigation.

The Government says that NSIB is designed 
to protect the UK and its national security in 
order to make it safer to invest in. However, 
the uncertainty it creates by its wide-ranging 
nature surely leads to a potential dilution of 
deal value going forward. Wolf in sheep’s 
clothing indeed!

Specified Description List – (sensitive 
industry sectors) for Notifiable 
Acquisitions
• Advanced Material 
• Advanced Robotics 
• Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
• Civil Nuclear 
• Communications 
• Computing Hardware 
• Critical Suppliers to Government 
• Critical Suppliers to the Emergen-  
 cy Services 
• Cryptographic Authentication 
• Data Infrastructure 
• Defence 
• Energy 
• Engineering Biology 
• Military and Dual Use 
• Quantum Technologies 
• Satellite and Space Technologies 
• Transport

Tim Matthews | Partner & of Counsel

01483 464291

tim.matthews@moorebarlow.com

review process ends with unconditional 
approval, conditional approval or a prohibi-
tion on the deal. Conditional approval could, 
for example, require that access to certain 
technology is restricted in some way, or 
certain undertakings are given about the 
conduct of business.

Criminal and financial sanctions
NSIB will not only have powers to adjudi-
cate that an acquisition over which it has 
jurisdiction is void, it also sets out potential 
criminal liability for a failure to notify. This 
applies to companies but can also extend to 
their directors as well. In addition, the ISU 
will have powers to impose a financial 
penalty on a relevant acquirer who breaches 
NSIB of up to 5% of the acquirer’s global 
group turnover or £10 million, whichever 
is higher.

Biggest change in a generation 
NSIB represents one of the biggest changes 
in corporate legislation in the UK for a 
generation. Although the concepts set out 
in NSIB were consulted on in 2017–2018, 
the Government has chosen to ignore many 
aspects that were drawn to their attention 
by interested parties. In particular, how 
exactly NSIB will work within the timetable 
of a Takeover Code regulated bid is, at this 
stage, a total unknown. How can a takeover 
involving scores of individual shareholders, 
many from different countries, be unwound? 
On the implementation of NSIB with its 
current wide selection of sensitive sectors 
and with no financial minimum threshold, all 
stakeholders in mergers, acquisitions and 

but to certain asset transactions as well. 
This includes acquisitions of land, IP and 
also computer programs and other 
information and techniques. It would 
therefore cover a wide range of assets 
transfers with a potential national securi-
ty element.

NSIB use of ‘control’
NSIB has its own interpretation of what is 
meant by control. Over the years, company 
lawyers have associated control broadly 
with being able to vote more than half the 
shares of a company or indeed control the 
appointment of a majority of a board. NSIB, 
however, takes matters much further in 
what it sees as control. The following 
acquisitions in the specified sensitive 
sectors are notifiable by represent-
ing control:
• Voting rights over shares at set thresh-
olds – 25%, 50% and 75% 
• Material influence over a party.
Also, a ‘notifiable acquisition’ includes the 
acquisition of a 15% interest in shares, 
meaning that a notifiable acquisition under 
NSIB covers both the new definition of 
control as well as an interest acquisition of 
15% or more, resulting in many transactions 
being caught under its jurisdiction.

Set review process
The ISU will, once it has called in a deal 
caught by NSIB, have up to 30 working 
days to screen the transaction (known a 
Phase 1). If so required by the ISU, there 
can be a call for additional time of up to 45 
working days (known as Phase 2). The ISU 

less call in a transaction. An important 
reason for companies submitting a voluntary 
notification is to obtain transaction certainty. 
NSIB provides no definition of national 
security and ultimately it will be down to 
whether or not the ISU believes that a 
transaction presents a potential risk to 
national security.

Retrospective call-in notice
Under NSIB, the ISU shall have powers to 
issue call-in notices for any deal completed 
on or after 12 November 2020 – the day 
NSIB was first presented to the House of 
Commons. This retrospective call-in power 
is not limited to the 17 sectors that are 
relevant to the mandatory notification 
obligation. Therefore, in the current form of 
NSIB, any acquisition that gives rise to a 
potential threat to national security carries 
an investigation risk.

What is national security?
NSIB does not define what this means and 
so it is left to the ISU to interpret it. Under a 
statement of practice, the ISU will, however, 
have regard to three key factors: 
(1) The target risk – that is, the nature and 
activities of the target business or asset; 
(2) The trigger event risk – that is, the level 
of influence acquired;
(3) The acquirer risk – that is, the identity 
and affiliations of the buyer, which (as 
mentioned above) could include a UK buyer.

Businesses and assets
NSIB does not apply only to share acquisi-
tions of companies and other businesses, 

The National 
Security and 
Investment Bill: a 
wolf in sheep’s 
clothing?
The National Security and Investment Bill 
(NSIB) represents one of the biggest 
changes in corporate legislation in the UK 
for a generation. As such, NSIB, which is 
currently going through Parliament, has 
been met with alarm by UK deal-makers 
and City institutions. NSIB has passed its 
House of Commons committee stage 
unamended. The next big step is the House 
of Lords, where it’s not yet clear whether it 
will meet with opposition. Many see this 
new proposed legislation as draconian. 

What’s all the fuss? 
The NSIB proposes to create a new 
Government authority, known as the 
Investment and Security Unit (ISU). The aim 
of ISU is to be the custodian of National 
Security interests under threat from potential 
share acquisitions and other deals, such as 
purchases of assets, including IP.
NSIB will catch ‘notifiable acquisitions’ with 
a mandatory notification being required for 
certain transactions and voluntary notifica-
tion for others. There is no financial lower 
limit or threshold for a transaction in order 
for NSIB to take effect. 
The ISU will sit within the existing Business, 

Energy & Industrial Strategy Department. 
Therefore, the Business Secretary (currently 
Kwasi Kwarteng) will be ultimately responsi-
ble for the exercise of the powers of the 
ISU. This is proposed to include a five-year 
retrospective call-in power on transactions 
that fall under the ambit of NSIB. It is very 
wide-ranging as it’s designed not only to 
cover foreign direct acquisitions but 
acquisitions and also investments by UK 
acquirers in UK companies and assets.

Mandatory notifications
A key part of the Bill is a mandatory 
notification system for acquisitions of shares 
from as little as a level of 15% in companies 
in defined sensitive industry sectors. The 
Government is currently consulting on the 
types of activities that should be covered.
The list of sectors the Government believes 
are most sensitive is very expansive and 
covers no less than 17 defined business 
areas. Where such mandatory notification is 
required, completion of any relevant deal will 
need to be conditional on the ISU not calling 
in the transaction, and this will inevitably 
lead to delays. The Government itself 
acknowledges that the regime may lead to 
up to 1,800 notifications arising each year.

Voluntary notifications
The Government has stated that it will 
encourage voluntary notifications where the 
transaction could give rise to security 
concerns. Asset acquisitions are not caught 
by the mandatory notification requirement 
but can be notified voluntarily. If no voluntary 
notification is made, the ISU may neverthe-
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Share-based incentives 
continue to shine

Preservation of cash whilst retaining key 
employees – welcome to the world of share-
based incentives. 

Share-based incentives are not only a great 
way to incentivise key staff but to retain 
them as well. This is especially true for those 
businesses that can no longer offer cash 
rewards – whether attractive salaries 
or bonuses. 

Share-based incentives have sometimes 
gone under the radar in smaller private 
businesses. However, there is a notable 
uptrend as businesses increasingly see 
them as an excellent incentive.
From an employee perspective, share-
based incentives can be the carrot at the 
end of the stick helping maximise perfor-
mance, focus minds and ensure employees 
feel they have skin in the game.

From the perspective of the employer, they 
reduce drain on cash which could be used 
on other critical projects, ensure retention 
and can sometimes be far more tax efficient 
than a traditional cash arrangement. 

You might think that share-based incentives 
are complex to arrange and can leave 
businesses in difficulty if, for example, an 
employee leaves. But this does not have to 
be the case. Well drafted scheme docu-
ments can leave employers well protected 
and be structured much in the same way as 
a bonus arrangement to include targets 
which focus on financials, length of time or 
equity value. Importantly, well drafted 
documents should be easy to understand, 
making them an easy sell to the employee. 

Most people will have heard of Enterprise 
Management Incentives Options (EMI 
options), and quite rightly so, as these are 
some of the most popular arrangements 
available. 

Designed for traditional owner managed 
businesses, EMI options provide employers 
with a tax efficient way to incentivise key 
employee with shares. Whereas cash and 
some other share based arrangements 
would usually be taxed on an income basis, 
granting EMI options to an employee can, if 
structured correctly, allow a deferral of most 
tax until the sale of the option shares, and 
then on an efficient capital gains basis. 

An employer will usually grant EMI options 
to be purchased at market value on the 
date of grant, a value which can be 
pre-approved with HM Revenue and 
Customs giving added certainty. Further-
more, as HM Revenue & Customs may 
accept that a small minority shareholding 
has a discounted value, the approved 
market value at the date of grant may be 

lower than you may think. On this basis, 
when the employee exercises the EMI 
option, they pay the discounted value 
(calculated at the date of grant) and could 
eventually pay capital gains taxes on the 
whole of the increase in value. 

With tax to pay minimised, the employer 
(and ultimately the existing shareholders) 
can give less away to achieve the same 
post tax paid outcome. The difference is 
can be surprising. 

There are some restrictions meaning that 
not every business will qualify, nor are EMI 
options available to certain employees or 
non-employed consultants. In these 
instances, businesses should think more 
inventively, or accept the risk that tax is likely 
to be paid on a higher basis. 

An unapproved share option (which can be 
granted by companies to most employees 
and non-employed consultants) is seen as a 
tax inefficient arrangement as any gain until 
such time as the option was exercised 
could fall within the realms of income taxes. 
However, it may still be worth considering 
an unapproved share option if no other 
options are available. 

From a commercial perspective, a key 
attraction of an option based share incentive 
is that they are just an option, and if the 
option is never exercised then the holder 
does not own shares. 

Trigger events for exercise of the option are 
important, and many companies opt for an 
exit only option meaning that it can only be 
exercised as part of a sale of the whole. 
Clearly this may be inappropriate if the 
business model is such that an exit isn’t 
going to be achieved in the near to medium 
term. In this instance, trigger events for 
exercise can be linked to time and/or 
performance criteria. 

Options are also hugely flexible as they can 
be crafted to maximise the incentive whilst 
protecting the business against future 
events. However, it’s important to get the 
documentation right to avoid getting in a 
pickle. For example, if the option is to be 
exercised only on a sale of the whole then 
an employer needs to make sure the option 
holder is required to enter into the sale 

documentation. This means they can’t hold 
up or delay the sale. If the option holder can 
exercise earlier than on a sale, then you’d 
want to ensure the holder enters into a 
Shareholders Agreement with the other 
shareholders. Failing to properly consider 
crucial elements of the document can be 
catastrophic. 

Whilst the holder of an option may have to 
pay something for the shares when they 
exercise the option, often a cashless 
exercise mechanism means that the holder 
can set off proceeds from the sale of shares 
against the exercise price - therefore they 
don’t need to raise any cash. 

If EMI options aren’t available, then rather 
than grant unapproved options it may be 
preferable to grant actual shares, meaning 
any gain is taxed on a capital-gains basis as 
opposed to income tax. If the shares issued 
to the holder are done so at a discount to 
market value, then the discount could be 
within the income taxes regime. Whilst not 
preferable, thereafter any increase in value 
could be taxed on a capital-gains basis. 
Unlike EMI options, with unapproved 
options and growth shares it isn’t possible 
to seek approval of market value in 
advance, so there’s a risk that in future the 
value set as market value is disputed by HM 
Revenue & Customs, resulting in an 
unexpected tax liability. 

Clearly it is not ideal for any tax to be 
payable on the issue of the shares in 
question. On that basis, anything that can 
be done to limit the day-one value (and thus 
any tax payable) is important. By allowing 
employees to share in the increase in value 
of the shares, growth shares can be used to 
limit the value given to the employee 
on day one. 

If any tax was payable on day one, there is 
the possibility that a small cash-bonus 
arrangement could be used to pay it. 
Similarly, a bonus could be paid to the 
employee so that the shares can be issued 
at full value (which could be a lesser value if 
growth shares are used). 

Issuing actual shares requires adequate 
shareholders’ agreements and articles of 
association, and employees should be 
involved in shareholder meetings and 
decision-making. As such, this option may 
not be for everyone. 

Ultimately, the way businesses look at 
remuneration is changing, and share-based 
incentives are a big step forward, especially 
if those incentives are EMI options. 

Thomas Clark | Partner

023 8071 6104

thomas.clark@moorebarlow.com

professional opinion on the purchase price, 
and consider ways in which it could be 
increased. 

Other Legal Documents
Start gathering all key legal documents, 
including licences, property deeds, leases 
and permits to which the company is 
subject. Also, consider any past and 
potential future claims against your 
company the seller could see as a potential 
risk, which may affect the price. Ensure you 
have copies of all employment contracts 
and that your business’s tax affairs are 
up to date. 

You can solve any major material issues 
before your business sale begins, but if 
none are revealed, you can proceed with 
the formal sale process. 

We can support you through the entire 
process of selling your business, from an 
initial review of your company and its affairs 
through to completion of the sale. 

Dom Szentpali | Solicitor

023 8071 8195

dom.szentpali@moorebarlow.com

begins, you should consider the following 
key areas and be aware of the nature and 
extent of your company’s obligations, 
liabilities, assets and risks. 

Key contracts
Check all key contracts to see if ‘change of 
control’ provisions are included. These 
enable the other party to terminate the 
agreement if the company’s corporate 
ownership changes. If a material contract 
can be terminated by the other party, a 
potential buyer may want to pay less. 

Company books
Ensure your company’s statutory books are 
accurate and up to date. In particular, 
review the register of directors, members, 
transfers and share certificates, and check 
that all changes have been notified to 
Companies House. Also, make sure the 
shareholding position is clear and 
documented.

Intellectual Property
Document all intellectual property, including 
trade marks, patents, innovations and 
designs owned by the company. It’s 
important to understand the quality and 
quantity of all intellectual property assets so 
that you can put a value on them. Get a 

Key areas of due 
diligence to focus on 
when preparing your 
company for sale
Selling your business is not easy. However, 
if pre-transaction due diligence is properly 
conducted, not only does it make the sale 
process smoother, it can also prevent the 
deal from falling through at a later stage.

If selling your business is something you’re 
thinking of doing, prepare for due diligence 
in advance of formal negotiations, prior to 
the heads of terms being agreed. If it 
reveals major issues, they can be resolved 
before the start of the sale. 

What is due diligence? 
Your buyer will want to know as much as 
possible about your business before 
signing the sale and purchase agreement 
and committing to the transaction. Due 
diligence is an extensive investigation into a 
company’s affairs, where a buyer conducts 
a legal, financial and commercial investiga-
tion in preparation for a possible sale. 

Therefore before formal due diligence 

indemnity claim provides a remedy in which 
a claim can be brought on a pound-for-
pound basis, rather than a claim where the 
buyer must prove loss. The specific wording 
of situations covered by an indemnity claim 
is often subject to heavy negotiation, and 
the seller will usually resist including any 
indemnity protection at all. 

Restrictions
Once the buyer purchases the entire issued 
share capital of the target, they’ll want to 
ensure that the seller(s) cannot immediately 
set up in competition or poach customers 
or staff. It’s typical for the seller(s) to provide 
restrictive covenants from engaging in 
specific activity for a period following 
completion. Such activities and periods will 
often be negotiated between the parties and 
depend on the bargaining position. 

Limitation of liability
The seller will always seek to limit their 
liability under the warranties, and this can 
range from excluding liability for small 
claims, to drafting in money thresholds and 
specifying limitation periods on the buyer 
bringing a claim. A seller will seek to draft as 
wide as possible. Such limitations are 
usually located in a separate schedule.

Iwan Thomas | Solicitor

020 3962 7333

iwan.thomas@moorebarlow.com

The next most important clause sets out in 
detail the consideration to be paid for the 
shares, outlining how the price is to be paid. 
Consideration clauses can range from the 
very short, where a pre-agreed amount of 
cash consideration is to be paid on 
completion, to the more complex, such as a 
deferred consideration or earn-out 
provisions. 

Warranties and Indemnities
On any share purchase the buyer is 
purchasing the target with all liabilities, past 
or present, known or unknown. Given the 
little protection afforded to buyers, they 
must rely on both due diligence and 
warranties of the seller in the SPA as an 
allocation of risk and as a tool to encourage 
disclosure of potential issues.

Warranties are statements of fact which, if 
later found untrue, can give rise to claim for 
damages. The Warranty Schedule is 
typically an important element of the SPA for 
both parties.

Differing slightly from warranties, an 

Key areas of a sale 
agreement
A share purchase/sale agreement (“SPA”) is 
the principal document entered into 
between Buyer(s) and Seller(s) when 
negotiating the sale and purchase of a 
target’s share capital. 

An SPA is invariably a long and overwhelm-
ing document, however there are key 
clauses that appear on almost every one. 
Below is a brief summary of those key 
clauses and how they relate to the transac-
tion as a whole. 

Agreement to Sell
It may be one of the shortest clauses in any 
SPA, but the ‘Agreement to Sell and 
Purchase’ is also the most fundamental, as 
it records the parties’ agreement to buy and 
sell the shares. The buyer will be concerned 
with acquiring proper title and ensuring the 
shares are transferred free of any rights 
attaching. 

Consideration 
The price payable for the shares is often 
considered the most fundamental issue for 
both parties. The consideration is clause  
sets out the amount that will be paid for the 
shares, and seeks carefully to draft the 
mechanism by which the purchase price will 
be paid, what form consideration will take, 
when it must be paid, whether it is fixed or 
subject to an adjustment mechanism, and 
whether an element of the price is deferred.
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diligence enquiries (legal, commercial, 
accounting and tax) while b) negotiating a 
SPA, and c) managing the expectations of 
your team – in the middle of doing 
your day job!

Are there any disadvantages?
The key disadvantage of a vendor pack is 
its upfront cost at a time when you might 
not have an acceptable bid. You might also 
turn some purchasers off. Generally, only 
the purchaser looks at the teaser; they 
might get their professionals involved in a 
high-level review of the information 
memorandum, but then get exclusivity 
before spending the big fees on due 
diligence and legals, etc. 

Here, each purchaser needs to be prepared 
to commit more professional fees at an 
earlier stage.

Beware of over-egging your pudding
If you’re confident you’ll get a number of 
interested purchasers, a vendor pack can 
be a great process to undergo. This is 
especially true if you plan to sell a target in, 
say, 12 months’ time. You can do the 
preparatory work over the first nine months, 
and, rather than cramming four jobs into 
three months, you can do the majority of 
your sale work at a leisurely place. You can 
then put the pressure on a number of 
potential purchasers and their advisers.

One word of caution: do not over-egg the 
pudding. If the SPA is too vendor-friendly it 
will impact on the price. Give the purchaser 
the protection they need, but have it crafted 
in such a way that it won’t result in a 
post-completion claim. 

Peter Jeffery | Partner
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perspective: how can you agree a price 
without knowing the terms and conditions 
of a sale? After all, you’re comparing apple 
and pears if one purchaser wants 40 
indemnities, and five years’ restrictive 
covenants, while another will accept some 
general warranties and two years’ restrictive 
covenants.

In a traditional deal the purchaser’s lawyer 
sets out their draft document, and the 
vendor is entirely on the back foot – basical-
ly asking for protections that the purchaser 
has asked to be watered down.

So a vendor pack turns the legal work in 
effect upside-down. As a potential purchas-
er’s lawyer, you need to analyse the draft 
share purchase agreement (SPA). Your client 
will ask you, “do I really need that extra 
protection?” knowing that making the 
request might lose them the deal. It might 
not sound very different but, believe 
me, it is.

What are the main benefits of a 
vendor pack?
Because the vendor does all of their work 
upfront, the period from submitting teasers 
until completion will be shorter, cheaper and 
a lot less stressful. 

The vendor is fully in control at all times. No 
one will even know the target is on the 
market until all the due diligence, SPA and 
other principle documents have 
been drafted. 

Because the potential bidders have to 
specify to the SPA the changes they’d 
require, the amount of contentious changes 
will be minimised. A purchaser who asks for 
too many alterations will simply be 
eliminated.

It’s hard to overstate the combined pressure 
of a) answering someone else’s due 

I’m thinking of selling my 
business. Will a vendor 
pack get me a better 
price?
The idea behind a vendor pack is primarily 
about setting up an auction on which poten-
tial bidders can bid, not just on price but 
also on the terms and conditions of sale.

How does a traditional sale work?
This involves the seller preparing an informa-
tion memorandum and a teaser document. 
The teaser document, which contains 
high-level information about the ‘target’, is 
sent to a variety of companies – enough to 
find out which ones might be interested in 
buying the target. 

Some of those potential purchasers is then 
sent a fuller information memorandum, 
giving them sufficient information with which 
to join the bidding process – but only by 
way of indicative bids. Usually, one potential 
purchaser is selected, a period of exclusivity 
is agreed, and full further information is 
provided to them. All being well, a sale and 
purchase agreement is agreed and they 
move forward to completion.

How is a vendor pack different?
A vendor pack reverses this whole process. 
In essence, the vendor puts a lot of work 
upfront and prepares not only the teaser 
and information memorandum, but a whole 
due diligence pack (possibly including due 
diligence reports) and a proposed sale and 
purchase agreement.
 
Once would-be purchasers are selected, 
they’re asked not only to bid on price, but 
also to state what further due diligence 
they’d want to do and terms and conditions 
they’d want to change, if any.

This make a lot of sense from the vendor’s 


